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FENSTERBAU FRONTALE 2018

Strong trade fair presence engaged customers
■■ Event “It doesn’t get better than this.” Anyone in the Roto team from 2016 who thought
that this statement would never be surpassed was set straight. Many more visitors than
in 2016 once again made their way to Roto’s trade fair stand in Hall 1 at FENSTERBAU
FRONTALE 2018. The main draw for visitors: Roto NX, the Tilt&Turn hardware system
shaping the industry once again.
“After busy days, we could not be happier with how FENSTERBAU FRONTALE went and the
results achieved there for Roto,” summarises Chairman of the Board of Directors Dr Eckhard
Keill. The international expert audience showed great interest in the new Roto NX Tilt&Turn
hardware system. A significant number of visitors spent several hours at the trade fair stand
in order to familiarise themselves with the technology at this early stage and discuss with
the Roto trade fair team the possibilities of switching from Roto NT to Roto NX in the coming
months. The conclusion drawn from hundreds of consultations is that the new Roto “flagship”
is impressing w
 indow manufacturers who want to stand out in their market with innovative
Tilt&Turn w
 indows. The Roto NX range provides them with exactly what they are looking for:
efficiency, security, comfort and design.
Ready for the future with Roto NX
The strengths of the new range in a nutshell: Roto NX enables quick work and minimises
sources of error in production and during installation. A reduced variety of parts decreases
storage and logistics expenditure. Example: the new high backset espagnolette with EasyMix
system. Floating-mullion rod and gearbox or lock casing are disconnected from a backset of
25 mm and above. The components are clipped into each other entirely without screws. Every
Roto NX window offers an additional ventilation function via the integrated night ventilation.
If desired, users can conveniently control the ventilation electronically. The Roto NX TiltSafe
hardware enhances the burglary protection that is possible for Tilt&Turn windows: even a tilted
Roto NX TiltSafe window offers burglary inhibition in accordance with RC 2.
Modern windows for modern architecture
Expert visitors also showed great interest in the radio-based integration of the TiltSafe function into Smart Home concepts using the Roto Com-Tec sensor. The new Roto NX hinge side
for PVC windows supports sash weights of up to 130 kg, even in the standard version. The
Roto NX hinge side T 150 is ideally designed for heavy timber window sashes and timber door
leaves with any glazing. Other features include the new Roto NX lifting mishandling device, the
Roto NX Plus floating-mullion sash espagnolette and the new Roto NX balcony door bullet catch.
Is a visit to the 20th FENSTERBAU FRONTALE from 18th to 21st March 2020 worth it?
Definitely – if you save enough time for a visit to Roto’s trade fair stand.

|| “Simply great!”

|| “Well done!“

|| “An absolute must-see!”

Mathee and Anton van de Vin, Managing Partners at Van de Vin ramen en

For Kamil Grodecki (on the right in the photo), Managing Director of Polish

Manuel Walter from Walter Meinrad KG in Italy states that Roto’s trade fair

kozijnen b.v. (in the centre of the photo) have been visiting FENSTERBAU

company Abakus Okna S.A., there is simply no way round the Nuremberg

stand in Nuremberg was “an absolute must-see” again this year. A four-

FRONTALE for years. “We have been a Roto customer for over 25 years

industry get-together for anyone who wants to prepare window production

person team from the carpenter’s workshop took a lot of time to familiarise

and love the company’s high energy.” Innovative for the end customer,

for future. “This is the only place where you can get a compact overview

themselves with current Roto product innovations at F
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of all the key innovations in the industry.” And Roto’s trade fair stand?

FRONTALE. Manuel Walter is looking forward to the launch of Roto NX: “a

(second from left). “Roto NX and Roto Patio Inowa for timber / aluminium

“It’s always quite an experience. This year, the way in which Roto NX was

great range. The new hinge side perfectly meets our requirements because

sliding doors – those are excellent innovations that fit in perfectly with

presented was simply magnificent. Very detailed. Really well done. Even

where we are based in South Tyrol, virtually all of the demand is still for

our production plans for 2018. The trip to FENSTERBAU FRONTALE was

after more than 20 years of collaboration, our partner Roto never fails to

heavy sashes with triple glazing. And Roto NX also appears to be easy to

definitely worth it for this reason alone.”

impress us time and again.”

work with.”
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In conversation

|| An interview with the Chairman of the
Board of Directors at Roto Frank AG,
Dr Eckhard Keill

Roto Inside: Dr Keill, FENSTERBAU FRONTALE has now come
to an end. It describes itself as the leading international
trade fair. What was your personal experience of the trade
fair and what topics were the focus of your discussions?
Dr Keill: We actually found that FENSTERBAU FRONTALE was
very international. Even more so than in previous years. Roto also
recorded a clear increase in visitor numbers compared to 2016.
The concept of dedicating the trade fair appearance mainly to
Roto NX was therefore a complete success. We believe that we
have launched a Tilt&Turn range that will shape the market once
again. Staff at the trade fair who guided the visitors around the
exhibits reported that existing and potential customers overwhelmingly confirmed this in Nuremberg. However, visitors to
the trade fair usually speak about different topics to me because
I make no secret of my interest in politics and the economy, even
in public. Customers assume that I have – let’s call it – a “global
perspective” and expect that we in the Roto organisation are
aware of and discuss the insider view of various countries and
markets. What we actually do is as follows. In Roto Group management, we monitor the development of markets around the
world. Currently with a certain shake of the head, if I may say so.
Roto Inside: A shake of the head, what are you referring
to here?
Dr Keill: I’m mainly referring to the dismissal of truisms concerning national economies. Anyone who claims that it would benefit

their country to isolate it through artificial measures designed to
protect domestic companies and jobs is taking a short-term view.
This is proven not only by scholars at universities but you learn it
through your own life experience. What is referred to as globalisation has resulted in the international distribution of work around
the world, which benefits the overwhelming majority of people.
Every country has particularly successful economic sectors
which export products, grow and continuously create new jobs.
Politicians who – instead of reinforcing these strengths – attempt
to safeguard fundamentally outdated production processes or industries through protectionism are preserving companies that are
no longer competitive at international level until they ultimately
can no longer be saved. This stands in the way of progress for
the international community.
Roto Inside: Now, the building element industry operates at
regional level but it is common knowledge that the transport of windows or hardware over long distances does not
lead to competitive prices …
Dr Keill: This may be the case, but window manufacturers can
find themselves affected by the consequences of restricted global trade faster than they might think. Everyone is talking about
the punitive tariffs that America is imposing on steel and aluminium imports. This puts thousands of jobs at risk in American
companies which process steel and aluminium. This is because
imported finished products will not become more expensive
and will therefore be better priced than the finished products
manufactured in the USA. Commodity prices are increasing. The
required retail prices for finished products cannot be achieved on
the market. Company profits are dropping. The result is a loss of
jobs. And the impact of an increasing unemployment rate on a
country’s domestic economy does not have to be spelled out for
anyone these days.

has proven this time and again. Anyone wanting to sell windows
in Europe, for example, should want a global economy that continues to grow and is as “undistorted” as possible. This would
create jobs in Europe and mean that, for the first time, people
would be able to afford a house with many windows and doors
with their income.
Roto Inside: At FENSTERBAU FRONTALE, did you have the
impression that this issue has already made its presence felt
in the industry?
Dr Keill: It goes without saying that everyone will draw their own
conclusions from the developments they are observing. But at
a trade fair, people who have to face extremely different market
conditions end up talking to each other. Simply ask window manufacturers from Germany, Greece and Russia about the effects
that economic framework conditions are currently having on the
market in their country.
Roto Inside: The Roto Group produces its products and operates all over the world. Does this guarantee that your work
is trouble-free?
Dr Keill: not in times of embargoes and punitive tariffs. We are
experiencing first-hand how countries and markets fall far short
of reaching their full potential because the freedom of companies
and competition is restricted. With all good intentions that are
behind protective tariffs or punitive tariffs and protectionism for
national companies in one case or another: in the medium and
long term, growing prosperity in all societies is only possible
on the basis of free global trade. And this is exactly what we
are advocating. This is because Roto wants to develop on all
continents and in a close relationship with customers who help
to shape the markets.

Embargoes and punitive tariffs, as well as long-term subsidies
provided to an industry, i.e. all forms of political intervention in
economic development, firstly cause a loss of prosperity for
those who miss out on it. But shortly after, the same will also
be true of those who impose or grant them. Economic history

Roto NX TiltSafe burglary inhibition in accordance with RC 2 on tilted windows

Focus on security

Reliable burglary inhibition in tilt position is made possible by three
Roto NX security strikers for tilt ventilation in combination with
a V locking cam, a lockable window handle and drilling protection.
The use of standard components in the sash allows a TiltSafe
window to be manufactured on the standard production line. The
tilt distance of up to 65 mm ensures a high air exchange rate due
to the large ventilation cross section – while achieving burglary
inhibition in accordance with RC 2. The operating sequence is
identical to that of a standard Tilt&Turn window: closed – turn – tilt.
The new V locking cam stands out thanks to its optimised
rebate-clearance tolerance range and can be adjusted using a
4 mm hex key.
For timber and PVC: the TiltSafe burglary protection can be
combined with the new Roto NX hinge sides P 130 and P 150 for
PVC and T 150 for timber.
The installation of a Roto E-Tec Drive in a TiltSafe window and its
integration into the home automation are no problem. Regardless of the electronic control, the security features of the TiltSafe
window remain completely intact. (RC 2 certification in tilt position
in the pipeline)

|| “Security meets design”
Philipp-Theodor Zink manages Th. Zink GmbH Fenster und Türen, a family-owned
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|| “Convincing arguments for builders”

company in its third generation based in Northern Germany. This makes him

PVC windows are equipped with Roto NT in 10 out of the 11 factories of the

all too aware of the high expectations for “subsequent generations”: “after

Hungarian EPR Group. Managing Director Tamás Balogh is looking forward to new

Roto C
 entro and Roto NT, Roto NX is setting standards once again. A strong new

opportunities: “I am a salesman. And as such, I recognise the vast potential of

hardware generation for the windows of tomorrow. Security meets design and

Roto NX: night ventilation and RC 2 protection in the tilted position. This strikes

ease of installation – this helps us to stand out from the competition.”

a chord with builders. It has won me over.”

High backset espagnolette with innovative EasyMix system
Floating-mullion rod and gearbox or lock casing are disconnected from
a backset of 25 mm and above. The window manufacturer configures
and orders the components individually.
Ingeniously simple! Thanks to the EasyMix system, the components
are clipped into each other completely without screws and are then
securely connected.

Focus on
efficiency

Efficiency par excellence! Minimised number of items, lower storage
space requirement and reduced time requirement for master data
maintenance pay into every window manufacturer’s credit account.

|| Gearbox

|| Lock casing

|| Faceplate

|| “Promising and tailored to practical applications”
Arkadij Fairushin is the Managing Director of the Russian company
“Fenster”. “Roto NX is a promising range tailored to practical applications.
If we can manufacture windows at competitive prices with Roto NX, like
we do with Roto NT, then we will certainly make the switch. We look forward to the offer of our dealer. We were particularly impressed by the new
high backset espagnolette with EasyMix system and how it is installed
without screws. We manufacture products with variable dimensions in
a fast process with few parts.”

Roto NX Plus floating-mullion
sash espagnolette
With a flat lever mechanism for double-sashed timber or PVC windows and balcony doors up
to a weight of 150 kg: manufacturers produce double-sashed elements with integrated night
ventilation in the active sash extremely economically with few standardised Roto NX components
and without additional parts.

New Roto NX lifting mishandling device
For maximum flexibility during installation: access to the spring is guaranteed through a slot in
the arm of the sash component. It can be switched to the right or left at any time after activation.
Any installation errors could therefore be rectified in just a few steps. This additionally saves time
and money.

The lever of the Plus floating-mullion sash espagnolette is almost at 180° in the opening position.
The espagnolette is supplied open and can be cropped and installed straight away. All screw-
fixing points are visible in this delivery state as no points are concealed, for instance by the
folded-back operating lever.
The strikers have a uniform position in the active and passive sash using the same jigs as a result
of the synchronous movement of the connecting rod and lever.

|| Lifting mishandling device
sash component

|| Plus floating-mullion sash espagnolette
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Roto NX balcony door bullet catch
The new Roto NX balcony door bullet catch is
positioned beneath the handle and therefore lower
than before. This reduces the locking force in the tilt
position. It is just as easy for the user to move the
sash to the tilt position.

Focus on comfort

the long term. The optimised shaping of its frame
component and sash component results in increased
operating convenience. Height adjustment of up to
seven millimetres on the sash component ensures
effortless installation of the balcony door sash.

Thanks to its stable spring structure consisting of two
internal spiral springs, the balcony door bullet catch
requires little maintenance and functions reliably in

|| “Simply even better”
“With Roto NX, we simply build even better windows than
with Roto NT. This hardware system reduces the number
of error sources in production and installation,” states
Roman Szapu, Managing Director of Slovakian company
Door Master. “Roto NX is indeed an improved version
of Roto NT. The quality of the new lifting mishandling
device and balcony door bullet catch has completely won

|| Balcony door bullet

me over.”

catch sash component

Roto NX hinge side P 130 for PVC windows and balcony doors
The particularly attractive design of the new Roto NX
hinge side P 130 for PVC windows impresses with
concealed screws, a visually appealing stay bearing
and pivot rest and the new powder coating in the
colour titanium. The extended colour range for the
coating means that the look of the building element
can be specifically customised.

Focus on design

The load is 130 kg, even in the standard version.
This allows contemporary windows with multi-pane

glazing to be perfectly incorporated into the
building architecture.

§§ Two easily accessible additional screws for a PVC
sash weight of 150 kg (hinge side P 150)

§§ Night ventilation integrated in the sash stay as
standard to provide an additional ventilation function for increased living comfort
§§ Stay bearing, pivot rest and stay guide can be used
on the left and right

|| “A good reason”
“Roto NX is an impressive hardware system that could work well for us,” states Fabrizio Gerada after a thorough look at the
trade fair stand. He is General Manager of Framegrip, based in Malta. “At the moment, we are asking ourselves whether we
should join forces with Roto. I admit that this high-performance Tilt&Turn range provides a good reason in favour of this.”

Roto NX hinge side T 150 for timber windows and balcony doors
With its load bearing capacity of 150 kg, the new Roto NX hinge side
T 150 is ideally designed for heavy timber window sashes and timber door leaves with any glazing. The sash rebate height, increased
to an impressive 2800 mm, makes virtually any format of windows
and balcony doors possible. This guarantees that the surface areas
illuminated by daylight are as large as possible with increased
stability of the hardware against traction and twisting.
Just like the new hinge side P, the hinge side T 150 is carefully
considered down to the last detail: an attractive appearance of
the stay bearing from all angles, cover caps with an optimised
shape and powder-coated surfaces in numerous different colours
combine to allow elements made of different types of timber with

clear or coloured coatings to form part of a harmonious design.
The titanium-coloured powder coating for the hinge side is new.

§§ High level of operating convenience with effortless closing
movement thanks to the staged taper action (s-shaped link)

§§ Night ventilation integrated in the sash stay as standard to provide
an additional ventilation function for increased living comfort

§§ Stay bearing, pivot rest and stay guide can be used on the left
and right

|| “Exactly what we need”
Kamil Grodecki from Polish window manufacturer Abakus Okna S.A. is convinced that “Roto NX was made for us!” The
new hinge side for sashes up to 150 kg solves a problem the company encounters on a daily basis: “the Roto NX hinge side
supports almost all sashes that we produce and is also quick to screw together. That is exactly what we need.”
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Proving our expertise

Deventer exhibition
■■ Sealing profiles “With our trade fair stand at FENSTERBAU FRONTALE, we demonstrated that Deventer sealing profiles are the first choice around the world for windows
made from the profile materials of timber, timber / aluminium, PVC and aluminium and
for internal and external doors.” Lüder Pflügner, General Manager of Deventer GmbH,
based in Berlin and responsible at international level for the sale of Deventer sealing
profiles, is extremely pleased with the reception given by visitors during the four days
of the trade fair.
“Components which the Roto Group supplies to its customers provide real added value for
the producer as well as the purchaser of windows and doors. This also applies to Deventer
sealing profiles. In many discussions, we clearly explained how our sealing profiles make a
contribution towards innovative windows and doors, even in the development stage.”
For expertise in systems and customer benefits
Pflügner was also keen to express how happy he is with the status of the integration of
Deventer in the Roto Group when questioned on the topic: “Roto Group sales employees
around the world are now trained so well that they can provide basic advice on the product
spectrum offered by all companies in the Group before the specialists are consulted. This is
a huge success after a relatively short time. Hardware, locks, thresholds, glazing packers,
sealing profiles – everything from a single source. We are proud to be able to make a valuable
contribution towards the Roto Group’s expertise in systems with Deventer sealing systems.”

Living with technology

Perfect production right from the start

Ready for Smart
Home with Roto
window sensors

Smart and tightly sealed: Inowa timber
sliding system with aluminium casing

■■ New at Roto Roto window sensors which are easy
to integrate into the home automation enable every
window manufacturer to offer building elements
that can be effortlessly incorporated into Smart
Home systems.
For instance, the radio-based integration of the TiltSafe function
of the new Roto NX Tilt&Turn hardware system is suitable for
any type of construction project where the builder requires a tilt
position in which the window is secured in accordance with RC 2
(corresponding EN 1627 certification in the pipeline).
EnOcean wireless standard
The solution combines the Roto E-Tec Drive concealed tilt opening and locking drive with the Roto Com-Tec sensor, available
from the end of 2018. This sensor is equipped with an EnOcean
wireless standard, is installed on the window sash and reliably
senses the hardware position. TiltSafe is identified thanks to the
clearly defined status detection. The system can be programmed
so that no alarm is triggered in the tilt position despite the window being open. The wireless sensor can be integrated into all
EnOcean systems. It is possible to connect programs available
on the market to the open system at any time.
On-site performance test
Roto’s solution is completed by a hub and an app. This makes
it fully ready for home automation. The window manufacturers
can test and provide proof of the functionality of their windows
on the construction site itself with the Roto Com-Tec hub.

■■ New at Roto The sliding exhibit shown was the result
of cooperation between Gutmann, Leitz, Roto, Deventer
and Homag, and was presented at FENSTERBAU FRONTALE
2018. It was manufactured by Erich Schillinger GmbH in
Oberwolfach, Germany. The collaboration aims to make it
simpler for manufacturers of timber / aluminium windows
and doors to produce high-quality and tightly sealed sliding
systems up to a sash weight of 200 kg.
All system components such as gasket, hardware, profile,
threshold, aluminium casing and the routing unit required for
production have been precisely coordinated by their manufacturers. Sales and distribution from the collaborating companies
provide the people who use these components with access to
everything that they need. This allows them to begin producing
and marketing their new smart Inowa sliding system in next to
no time.

comfort, while retaining a tight seal, is made possible by the
innovative closing movement of the Roto Patio Inowa hardware. This runs perpendicular to the frame profile. All locking
points, including those in the mullion, are actuated actively.
The sash does not need to be lifted in order to open the
window – this also makes the system easier to use. The
concealed technology allows particularly narrow profiles with
straight lines to be used. The design of the innovative sliding
element is characterised by ceiling-height glazing and the greatest possible transparency. The enhanced threshold enables
accessibility in accordance with DIN 18040.

The components provided by the collaborating companies enable the system to be produced with a maximum sash width of
1400 mm and a sash height of up to 2300 mm. The maximum
frame external width is 3000 mm and the frame external height
is 2600 mm.
Pleasantly easy to close and tightly sealed
Ideally coordinated components ensure increased leak-
tightness despite the fact that the closing pressure has been
reduced in favour of convenient operation. This increased

|| Opening without
lifting: the smart
Roto Patio Inowa
hardware for tightly
sealed sliding systems

|| “Kick-start” with a tightly sealed timber / aluminium sliding system:

with a high level of

Gutmann, Leitz, Roto, Deventer and Homag offer everything that is

operating convenience.

needed for production from a single source.
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|| Quality results from the fast validation of ideas with
customers at an early stage. Roto employees across
different departments develop, assess and test ideas in
quick succession in innovation sprints.

Roto Inside in conversation with Hartmut Schmidt

Using customer requests to achieve market-ready innovation
■■ Why Roto? “Nowadays, leading industrial companies develop good products not through
trial and error in a test laboratory or even on the market,” states Hartmut Schmidt. “They
design quality into the products themselves.” As Director of Product Innovation in the Roto
Window and Door Technology division, Schmidt is responsible for ensuring that work is
focussed on continuously improving existing hardware systems and developing new ones.
“We rely on a clearly structured process, from
the initial customer requirement and idea to the
new product that is ready for series production.
Indeed, an increasing number of window manufacturers use a comparable process with clearly
defined project phases. For good reason.”
During a conversation with Roto Inside, Schmidt
describes the extent to which a structured innovation process makes it easier for companies to
work on the quality of tomorrow, today.
Seeking customer opinions, analysing data
The experience of the graduate engineer has
shown that “if you professionally plan an innovation process consisting of several phases,
each of which is completed with a test, the end
result will be convincing product quality.”Roto
itself has been using this type of process and
associated phase model for years now. “The initial stage involves accurately detailing customer
requests and requirements.” Roto uses specific
customer survey and data analysis formats for

„The initial stage involves accu
rately detailing customer requests
and requirements.“
this purpose. “One example from the recent
past is the ‘House of Ideas’ at Roto’s exhibition
stand during FENSTERBAU FRONTALE 2014
and 2016. This was a place where we could
hold discussions with customers based on
guidelines and validate important product ideas,
i.e. challenging these ideas once again before
they were further developed.”
Validating concepts
Customer feedback is also systematically evaluated in the Roto Lean process. “Colleagues
who provide their expertise on site find out
first hand what users in window production
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and installation think of Roto systems and
where solutions for improvements lie,” explains
Schmidt. “However, it is important to quickly
further process the information that is gathered
and validate concepts with customers at the
earliest possible stage. An innovation team
should preferably meet daily for this purpose.”
Critically examining quality capability
In an innovation process recommended by
Hartmut Schmidt, each phase of the process
ends with a quality check and forecast. “The
next phase only begins when a product development is still considered to be feasible and
the best alternative at the end of one phase, for
example production planning. This prevents a
product idea which cannot be series-produced
in convincing quality at the end of the process
being promoted by many parties at the same
time, involving a great deal of effort.”
In broad swathes of the industry, products used
to be built and tested, changed and tested and
changed and tested – all by hand. But this procedure requires one thing more than anything
else: time. “Time that is now in short supply
in many industries. Customer expectations
are developing apace in markets significantly
shaped by competition. Anyone who wants to
keep up or even lead the way has to find good
responses to new customer requirements in
a short time. This is why many more development ideas are tested and assessed than before
and those with a lot of potential go through all
phases of the innovation process.”
The result: Roto NX
This innovation process divided into phases
ultimately culminated in Roto NX – a Tilt&Turn
hardware system shaping the industry once
again. “A wealth of experience has been gathered over the 20 years in which the Roto NT
range has been setting the standard. This

resulted in numerous ideas for improvement,
which were systematically collected and
evaluated. In the innovation process, the ideas
which were particularly beneficial to customers
were then systematically sifted out, promoted
and validated with customers in individual
conversations.”
Roto repeatedly tested the components of
Roto NT on its own initiative to verify whether
quality problems could occur at some point
due to increasingly heavy sash weights, for
example. Or whether, for example, changing
environmental conditions will place increased
requirements on the surfaces of hardware.
Schmidt summarises some of the triggers for
the innovation process behind Roto NX by citing
conversations with customers, in which the
request for a Tilt&Turn window with improved
protection against burglary was discussed.
Large quantities of data were gathered and
analysed in this way and the objectives of
component development were defined and
then examined with a team of experts. “Possible innovations that showed potential were
transferred to the Roto innovation process.
And this is where the work of a large number of colleagues began, for example from
the Purchasing and Production departments.
A package of innovations, which can be reliably
series-produced from the beginning of 2018
onwards, will turn Roto NT into Roto NX. Here,
the Roto innovation process brought a whole
host of improvements to light and developed
the innovations until they were ready for
series production.”
Consistently creating benefits for customers
And how does the product strategist assess
the extent of the change that Roto NX will bring
about on the market? “Roto NT was a system
that allowed manufacturers to custom-produce
windows in countless different versions with
thousands of components. This was a positive
thing and shouldn’t change during the transition to Roto NX. But our customers wanted
production logistics to be streamlined. Roto
therefore examined every single component

and selected those that provide a good ‘lever’
for this. In doing so, Roto has made a functioning system even better. Just one example of
this is that there were previously far more than
100 combinations of espagnolette rods and
high backset espagnolettes, each with their
individual order number. Now the employees at
the installation table have nine compartments in
front of them. These contain espagnolette rods
with six different lengths and three high backset
espagnolettes which they can use to construct
every window.”
To get to the heart of the matter again: what
does Roto itself owe to the innovation process
that ultimately resulted in Roto NX? “To put it
briefly? The opportunity to remain the
global market leader in Tilt&Turn systems.”
Designing a systematic innovation process
And can even a small or medium-sized window
manufacturer establish a similar innovation
process? “Of course they can. The main thing
here is having a systematic way of working.
This way, any company can use the idea of front
loading, for instance. This means that at the
beginning of the innovation process, various
specialists from the company sit around the
table: system engineers, production planners,
buyers, sellers, etc. This ensures that the
critical points that may crop up anywhere in the
company on the way to innovation are noted
centrally from the outset and are addressed.
Only by collaborating is it possible to produce
a product that meets customer requirements
in the long term – in the case of Roto NX,
these are the requirements that window
manufacturers place on a Tilt&Turn range.”

|| Hartmut Schmidt,
Director of Product
Innovation in the
Roto W
 indow and
Door Technology
division

New version and additional accessories

Roto Safe E electromechanical multipoint locking
now also available for emergency exit doors
■■ New at Roto The Roto Safe E range offers high-quality and proven electromechanical multipoint locking
systems for external doors. Builders benefit from maximum comfort and impressive security, door manufacturers
from simple installation without special components. Roto is now extending this range with the addition of
a new version in accordance with DIN EN 179 for emergency exit doors made of timber, PVC or aluminium.
New access control systems in the range of accessories now also ensure increased comfort and security.

|| “Phone & Code” control is becoming
increasingly popular.

|| An external door equipped with the Roto Safe E | Eneo CF system can, for example, be opened by finger scan or hand-held transmitter. Thanks to the radio receiver
installed as standard, the door can be set up such that it can be opened by hand-held transmitter, even at a later date and without the need for conversion.

Builders who are conscious of comfort
and security have a high opinion of electro
mechanical multipoint locking systems such as
the Roto Safe E | Eneo C, in which the main lock
and additional lockings are locked and unlocked
by a motor. The door can be opened from inside
when locked using a push-button, or otherwise
by the lever handle. The Roto Safe E | Eneo CC
comfort system also makes it possible to open
the door from inside using the lever handle at
any time, regardless of its locking state. The
latest addition to the range is the Roto Safe E |
Eneo CF system for emergency exit doors in
escape routes in privately owned rooms and
buildings in accordance with DIN EN 179.
Secure, even in emergencies
Roto Safe E | Eneo CF offers the same comfort
and burglary inhibition as all electromechanicalmultipoint lockings, but meets the special
requirements that apply to an emergency exit
door. In emergency exit doors, it must especially be ensured that it is possible to safely get out

in the escape direction in the event of danger by
actuating the emergency exit lock just once.
At the same time, this new version also offers
the proven installation advantages of a system
from the Roto Safe E range: no free cam cylinder is required in production. Standard cylinder
can be used in all cases. This makes mixing up
cylinders impossible. End customers benefit
from being able to open the door quickly, quietly
and virtually unnoticed with a maximum locking
and unlocking time of 2 to 3 seconds.
New access control systems
A radio receiver is integrated as standard, which
means that no special components or additional
processing effort is required if the customer
opts for a radio-controlled solution – whether
straight away or at a later date, where possible. All access systems which form part of the
Roto Safe E range, such as the finger scan or
the new hand-held transmitter, can also be
used for Roto Safe E | Eneo CF.

Access using the new “Phone & Code” access
control system is designed to be particularly
secure and convenient: firstly, the access code
for authentication can be entered directly at the
door using an extremely user-friendly keypad
with a sophisticated design. Secondly, the
system automatically detects the authorised
person via Bluetooth using their smartphone
as they approach the door. Temporary access rights can also be granted remotely. The
cabling, which is preassembled at the factory
and ready to be plugged in, facilitates fast,
error-free installation.

Doors equipped with an electromechanical
multipoint locking from the Roto Safe E range
therefore offer maximum security in everyday
life as well as in emergencies. Door manufacturers benefit from the ability to use many
standard parts across different systems.

&&  The quick and easy way to find up-to-date information about the
Roto Safe E electromechanical multipoint locking
www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-safe-e/
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Martom, Poland

Roto Door components in steel main entrance doors
■■ Steel With just under 100 employees, Martom in
Jędrzejów, around 100 km north of Kraków, Poland,
produces an average of 30,000 steel main entrance
doors per year. Collaboration with Roto began in 2014
after a fruitful discussion at FENSTERBAU FRONTALE.
“The Roto Door range won us over immediately,” recalls
Product Development Manager, Mateusz Dąbrowski.
“Since then, Roto has kept all the promises it made, including with regard to the service provided. The fact that we
chose the right partner was made clear to us once again
last year, when we developed a new model together with
Roto.” In 2016, collaboration began on the Termo Total
model, which is opened manually using a cylinder lock in
the standard version. “We wanted to offer a new main door
that combines comfort with burglary protection and a tight
seal. The expertise of the Roto Group is very useful to us in
every way.”
Roto Safe C burglary protection
Deventer developed special TPE sealing profiles for sashes
and frames for the new model. A Roto Safe C multipoint
locking with two Quadbolt additional lockings and an additional locking device with deadbolt protrusion ensures the
sought-after burglary protection. “And we sell the Termo
Arktic version of the model to customers for whom the door
system’s thermal insulation is of the utmost importance.”

Both versions – Termo Total and Termo Arktic – feature the
Roto Eifel T threshold.
At present, both partners are jointly developing a version
with electromechanical lock. In this case, the main entrance door is opened by an electric push-button or another
access control system such as remote control, finger scan
or Bluetooth.
Effortless collaboration
The development team at Martom found the fully
independent, close coordination between Roto specialists
in hardware, locks, thresholds and gaskets particularly
positive, recalls Dąbrowski. Outstanding issues were
reliably resolved between meetings of the project
committee. Product development proceeded apace and
with little effort required on the part of Martom.
Other models in planning
“Roto can be relied on. This is why we are collaborating
with Roto again to develop a burglar inhibiting, double-
sashed main entrance door which can impress through
excellent sound and thermal insulation,” reports Dąbrowski.
“We want to continue to launch efficient new models in
quick succession and are excited about the ‘turbo mode’
that we can switch to with the Roto Group.”

|| Roto Safe C multipoint

|| Termo Total model, jointly
developed by Martom and

locking with two Quadbolt

Roto. Additional features:

additional lockings and an

Deventer TPE sealing profiles

additional locking device

for sashes and frames and the

with deadbolt protrusion

Roto Eifel T threshold.

Deventer functional gaskets for steel main entrance doors

Roto Eifel thresholds

Deventer develops and produces functional gaskets made of TPE foam specifically for
steel external doors, among other items. They ensure a closing pressure that users find
comfortable. The back of the sealing profiles has a hard coating, which simplifies installation.
The overexpansion protection helps create a stable corner joint in notched frame designs.
All sealing profiles can be assembled either by notching or welding to the frame. You can
find more information at www.deventer-profile.com/de/.

Only UV-resistant, high-impact PVC is used for the Roto Eifel thresholds that are r esistant
to driving rain. With a threshold height of 20 mm, they are designed for accessibility in
accordance with DIN 18040 (DIN 18025). Roto Eifel T and TB thresholds are available
in 15 depths. The thermal separation of the threshold profile achieves a clear improvement
in the isothermal efficiency near the threshold sealing strip. The relocation of the isothermal
curve s ignificantly reduces the risk of condensation and moisture damage in the room. The
integration of the threshold into the “main door” system considerably improves the thermal
insulation. You can find more information at www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-eifel/.

Roto in Argentina

A reliable constant for over 10 years
■■ International For the Roto sales company in Argentina, 2017 was characterised
by its 10-year anniversary. In addition to the
subsidiary in Chile, founded in 2016, it is the
hub for supplying important South American
markets. Beyond the official anniversary celebrations, recent months have brought other
exciting developments for Roto Argentina,
which have put Country Manager Ariel Ferrari
in an extremely optimistic mood.

could now be set to change. “We have begun
to increase our exploitation of the aluminium
market. Aluminium systems are widespread
in Argentina but their quality puts them in the
lower segment. This is precisely where we
see our opportunity. We are working together
with established window manufacturers to
develop systems with clearly improved quality
on the basis of better profiles and, needless to
say, better hardware.”

10 members of staff are now employed at
the Roto subsidiary in Buenos Aires. They
serve customers across broad swathes of
South America and control the order picking
of Roto and Fermax hardware technology for
these customers throughout a warehouse
more than 600 square metres in size. “In
Argentina, we supply the 10 largest specialist
retailers and some major window manufacturers directly. In addition, we serve customers
in Uruguay, P
 araguay, Bolivia, Columbia and
Ecuador. In parallel to this, we supply the
Peruvian market together with our colleagues
from the new subsidiary in Chile,” explains
Ariel Ferrari.

Finally: Fermax solutions for Argentina
This project is facilitated by the fact that, since
2017, Roto Argentina has had unrestricted
access to Fermax solutions produced in Brazil.
Fermax produces architectural hardware
technology for outward opening windows and
for sliding systems. The hardware is mainly
used in aluminium profiles. Unfortunately,
at first window manufacturers in Argentina
benefitted only minimally from the integration
of Fermax into the Roto Group, according to
Ariel Ferrari. “Restrictions imposed by the
Argentinean state severely limited imports
from Brazil in recent years. This situation
completely changed in 2017. We are now able
to use the entire range of products offered by
Fermax as well as develop new, customised
solutions. This opens up vast possibilities for
both us and our customers.”

Aluminium systems for
increased requirements
Today, the trucks that leave the loading ramp
at the Roto warehouse in Buenos Aires are still
mainly loaded with hardware and components
for PVC windows and doors. However, this
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Roto makes a name for itself at BATEV
The Country Manager also gives a positive

 valuation of Roto’s first appearance at the
e
BATEV Argentinian trade fair for the window
construction industry: “many of our customers
have three fixed trade fair dates in their calendar: BAU in Munich, FENSTERBAU FRONTALE
in Nuremberg, which customers put a lot of
time and expense into visiting, and BATEV in
Buenos Aires, which is virtually their ‘in-house
trade fair’. The fact that we were also present
there in 2017 with our own exhibition stand
resulted in many exciting orders,” according to
Ariel Ferrari.

The entire Argentinian construction industry is
currently experiencing growth. One reason for
this is that, since 2016, private and commercial
builders have finally been able to take out loans
and invest in construction projects again after
many years. Government funding programmes
are other factors which are stabilising growth
at a high level. “The most important indicators
experienced positive development back in
2017. We are expecting a veritable boom in the
building sector for 2018.”

|| In 2017, Roto’s Argentinian team appeared at the BATEV trade fair for the window construction industry in
Buenos Aires for the first time – s upported by colleagues including Chris Dimou, Roto General Manager,
The Americas (fifth from left).

Roto – leading the way in
delivery services

Logistics Service
Centre in Leinfelden:
modern, precise, fast
■■ New at Roto “Roto’s excellent delivery performance around
the world is crucial to the satisfaction of our customers. But we
must work on this delivery performance each day and safeguard it
through investment.” Michael Bogner, Head of Storage and Distribution Logistics at Leinfelden, is convinced that the new Logistics
Service Centre at the site will make a considerable contribution
towards this. “Here, we are able to store large quantities of a
wide range of various prefabricated goods and also handle orders
comprising many extremely different items thanks to modern
technology. This has enabled us to perfectly adapt to the changing
scheduling habits of many of our customers.”
|| Merchandise to be stored undergoes extensive inspections in the new Logistics Service Centre in Leinfelden in
accordance with the strict specifications of Roto’s Quality Management department. The quality inspection
body specifically set up for this purpose is responsible for incoming goods inspections, initial sample inspections
and the monitoring of test equipment.

&&  Watch the video clip about the Logistics Service
Centre in Leinfelden at:
https://youtu.be/fq3yxzRJMd4

The Logistics Service Centre in Leinfelden provides space for containers for small parts and long pallets, Euro pallets and large load carriers
over an area of around 25,000 square metres. Bogner describes the
capacity as “enough room to store virtually every item from Roto’s
range in a quantity that allows us to ensure extremely fast deliveries.”
In 2017, an automated small-parts store with autonomous transport
system was integrated into a building from 2000, which was originally constructed as a warehouse for long goods and buffer stock.
The SAP “Extended Warehouse Management” (EWM) goods
management system controls the movement of goods throughout
the Service Centre.
Around 60 members of staff are permanently employed here.
A pproximately 150 orders are handled every day and sent to Roto
distribution centres all over the world. “In addition, shipments are sent
to customers in Germany, France, parts of Russia, Scandinavia and
other export countries directly from Leinfelden.”
Key role, including when making the switch to Roto NX
The new Logistics Service Centre took on and continues to assume
a special role in the launch of the Roto NX Tilt&Turn hardware system
shaping the industry once again: with the explicit promise to our
customers that they could continue to use Roto NT components in the
medium term or could change over to Roto NX immediately, additional flexibility and a faster response speed were required in logistics.
“Since at the start of the market launch we were still unable to put
an exact number on how many manufacturers wanted to use the
advantages of Roto NX in their production processes, and how quickly
they wanted to do so, we had to prepare for all eventualities,” explains
Bogner. “We are now all the more pleased that we are able to keep
pace with the immense demand for the new hardware system without our delivery performance in Roto NX decreasing by even a the
slightest amount.”

|| The team in the Logistics Service
Centre in Leinfelden concentrates

Spare parts for previous hardware systems
Stocks of spare parts for previous hardware systems will have a new
“home” in the Service Centre this year. “Roto is extremely proud
to be able to offer customers this service, while being conscious of
the effort and expense involved and willing to accept this in order to
ensure benefits for customers,” states Bogner.

its efforts on effectively putting
together up to 10 shipments
in parallel per hour using their
mobile data terminals, among
other tools. The SAP-based warehouse management and control
software ensures both stable and
efficient processes. Intelligent
networking with upstream and
downstream data processing has
made it possible to accelerate
processes throughout the whole
company and design interfaces
without wastage.

|| Autonomous transport systems, automated storage and retrieval machines and modern conveyor technology

Fully automated transport system for increased access speed
Fast, on-time, error-free – this is what window manufacturers want
from deliveries from their hardware supplier. “And it is exactly this
knowledge that we used to design and build the new Service Centre,”
emphasises Bogner. “The access speed increased many times over
for small items in particular. We owe this to the modern storage
technology that we use.” Previously, when a cardboard box of cover
caps had to be transported from the automated pallet store to the
order picking station, together with the corresponding pallet, this took
a great deal of time and involved a high level of complexity. Now, this
transport process is performed using the automated small-parts store
for containers in a fraction of the time. “We have actually been able
to reduce internal processing times by an average of 20% per order
thanks to the technology we use and by setting up fully automated
high-bay storage for small parts and by establishing efficient processes.” Bogner is pleased that “we have therefore turned Roto’s
good delivery performance from yesterday into what is an excellent
delivery performance today and have paved the way towards ensuring
that this outstanding delivery performance will remain one of Roto’s
key attributes.”

|| Michael Bogner, Head of
Storage and Distribution
Logistics at the Service
Centre in Leinfelden

transport both pallets and containers. The stockpiling of around 16,000 items in Leinfelden results in an extremely
heterogeneous item structure. Screws and cover caps or strikers need to be stored, picked and packed in the
same way as long door espagnolettes or tracks and thresholds for sliding systems.
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Sommer design & security relies on Roto AL Designo

Windows with opening restrictor for long-term functionality
■■ Aluvision With a gross floor area of just under 30,000 square metres, the Essen office complex
called “The Grid” offers space for 900 well-lit workstations across 8 floors. More than 1000 virtually
ceiling-height, highly thermally insulating aluminium windows, which are equipped with the
Roto AL Designo fully concealed hardware, characterise the property’s facade.

|| The sole tenant of the Essen office
complex called “The Grid” is
Deutsche Bahn AG. The Roto AL
Designo fully concealed Tilt&Turn
hardware system helps the more
than 1000 aluminium window
sashes work properly.

Sommer design & security from Döhlau, Germany, designed, produced and installed this light-metal
facade. The up to 3800 mm high window sashes on the upper floors weigh around 90 kg, the
sashes on the ground floor 140 kg. With its load bearing capacity of up to 180 kg per sash, it was
possible to use the standard version of the Roto AL Designo hardware throughout the building. It is
suitable for windows of all standard opening types and can be used for resistance classes RC 1 to
RC 3. The double-glazed windows have a Ug value of 1.1 W/m2K, and the complete facade boasts a
Ucw value of 1.0 W/m2K thanks to the thermally separate profiles and the fully concealed hardware.
Disabled tilt function and lockable opening restrictor
The Roto AL Designo Tilt&Turn hardware was equipped with a disabled tilt function for “The Grid”
and combined with a lockable opening restrictor. This allows the virtually ceiling-height window
sashes in the offices only to be opened up to an opening width of 120 mm in the turn position.
The windows can be unlocked using a key and opened up to 90° for cleaning and maintenance. The
additional active locking on the side of the window hinges ensures that the large sashes will remain
tightly sealed against wind and driving rain in the long term.

|| The Roto opening
restrictor 1.2 reliably
prevents the unau-

&&  Information on all opening restrictors can be found online at

thorised opening of
a window and can

www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-al/comfort/

be unlocked using a
key for maintenance
and cleaning of
the window.
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Akın Alüminyum, Turkey

Sliding systems for modern
detached houses in Istanbul
■■ PVC Akın Alüminyum was founded in 1974 by Yaşar Akın and produced only aluminium
windows at first. In 1994, the founder’s sons, Yaşar and Metin Akın, also began to produce
PVC windows. For this, they established a second production location where 25 members
of staff are currently employed. The aluminium and PVC windows from Akın Alüminyum are
presented in a showroom in the Beylikdüzü district.
A PVC sliding element can be seen here
with the Roto Patio Alversa Parallel Sliding
and Tilt&Slide system. At the end of 2016,
Akin Alüminyum supplied around 500 similar
systems to the Asmalı Bahçe Şehir project
in the Büyükçekmece district. They were all
equipped with the Roto Patio Alversa | KS
version. 42 homes, each with a living space of
just under 100 square metres, were constructed on a plot of land over 50,000 square metres
in size. “Since we have been using only Roto
hardware in the production of PVC windows

for some years now, making the switch to
Roto Patio Alversa was extremely simple for us.
We also like this new range because it allows
us to construct different sliding versions while
using many of the same components that our
staff are already partly familiar with through
their work with Roto NT.” Until now, Akın
Alüminyum has been producing an average
of 1000 sliding systems per year. “However,
we expect demand to continue to increase, as
sliding systems are becoming more popular in
Turkey, too.”

|| Asmalı Bahçe Şehir – a new residential area in the Büyükçekmece district of Istanbul

Teknik Panjur, Turkey

Product innovations of the highest quality

Exclusive villas with modern
sliding systems

Turkish window manufacturers
rely on Roto Patio Alversa

■■ PVC Teknik Panjur was founded in 1976 by Nail Metin and Burhan Kaya. The founders

■■ Why Roto? “The best sliding door we have ever had. This is what our customers are now

gradually developed a wide range of window shutters, windows and doors, initially only for
the requirements of the Istanbul construction industry but soon also for projects throughout Turkey and further afield. To this day, the company’s headquarters are still located in the
Çekmeköy district of Istanbul. It is under the management of Levent and Nail Panjur and
employs 20 members of staff.

saying about elements that they have equipped with a version from the Roto Patio Alversa
system,” states Artuğ Özeren, Managing Director of Roto Frank Ltd.Şti. Turkey. “Virtually
100% of the manufacturers of PVC sliding elements from our customer base switched
over to this system as soon as we presented it in spring 2017. And we won over many
manufacturers as new customers specifically with Roto Patio Alversa.”

Teknik Panjur supplied around 400 PVC sliding
systems to the Mesa Housing Nurol Yeşilyaka
Villa project in the Büyükçekmece district.
159 homes, each with a living space of 370
to 380 square metres, were constructed on
a plot of land over 320,000 square metres
in size. The newly created residential district
offers home owners first-rate infrastructure
with their own sports facilities, private pools
and even their own cinema. The villas should
be furnished to this same high standard of
quality. “In 2017, we already supplied more

than 400 sliding elements equipped with
Roto Patio Alversa | KS and hope that we
will be able to furnish the next houses to be
built,” explains Levent Panjur. “We have been
involved in the production of PVC windows
with Roto hardware since back in 2006 and
were very interested in Roto Patio Alversa
from the outset. The buyers of the first villas
in Büyükçekmece are extremely satisfied with
how their sliding doors work and the comfort
and convenience they offer.”

|| Levent Panjur is certain:
“Roto Patio Alversa is opening up new opportunities for
us. We use this system to
construct low-maintenance
sliding elements that can be
specifically t ailored to the
individual property.”

|| P VC sliding systems, equipped with Roto
Patio A
 lversa | KS, in the Mesa Housing Nurol
Yeşilyaka Villa Project in the Büyükçekmece district
of Istanbul

From Artuğ Özeren’s point of view, the successful launch of the innovative and universal
Parallel Sliding and Tilt&Slide system is clear
proof of just how confident many window
manufacturers are about the Roto innovation
process. “In preliminary discussions with
our customers, we found out that there were
virtually no reservations concerning the rapid
launch of the system that had just been presented. The manufacturers trusted that Roto
would only enter the market with a product
that fully keeps the promises we make.” In
particular, the Roto Patio Alversa | KS and
Roto Patio A
 lversa | PS Air Com versions for
PVC elements are now being used in large
quantities by Turkish w
 indow manufacturers.
Increasing requirements of builders
“A lot of construction work is under way in
Turkey and requirements have considerably
increased, especially for detached houses,”
Artuğ Özeren goes on to report in conversation with Roto Inside. “This is why many of
our customers used an extremely offensive
strategy to market the added value of their
Parallel Sliding and Tilt&Slide systems with
Roto Patio A
 lversa. With its four versions, this
system covers all conceivable user requirements without the variety of versions causing
noticeable additional complexity and expense
in production. Many of our customers are
pleased about the positive feedback they have
already received from their builders. From
our point of view, the market launch of Roto
Patio Alversa in Turkey was more successful
than we could have ever hoped for.”
Technologically leading
The recently announced launch of Roto NX
also confirmed the Turkish window manufacturers’ opinion that Roto is a technologically
leading hardware manufacturer. “Back at the
turn of the year, we had already started to
find out information about the special features of the new Tilt&Turn system and some

c ustomers used FENSTERBAU FRONTALE
as an opportunity to examine solutions that
would be possible with Roto NX.” According
to Özeren, there is no mistaking the fact that
the new range will shape the market and the
production of Tilt&Turn windows once again
from the point of view of both the Roto team
and the Turkish window manufacturers.

„But technically convincing solu
tions are generally speaking
always the result of an experi
enced partnership“
“I think that all window manufacturers prefer
to work with a supplier who impresses them
through innovations and opens up new opportunities for them. However, what is even
better is having a partner like Roto, whose
new products are guaranteed to have been
tested in practice and can be used without
problems,” underlines Özeren, who has been
working in the Turkish window industry for
10 years. “But technically convincing solutions
are generally speaking always the result of an
experienced partnership.” And we are proud
to have presented not one but two extremely
efficient systems to our partners over the past
12 months in the form of Roto Patio Alversa
and Roto NX. These innovations are sure to
confirm Roto’s good reputation, and not just in
the Turkish window industry.”

|| Artuğ Özeren,
Managing Director
of Roto Frank Ltd.
Şti. Turkey
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Carrying loads more safely –
impressing with quality

Designo R6 / R8
Quadro roof window
■■ New at Roto Anyone who develops and produces windows has to
win over two customers: the builder with regard to energy efficiency,
comfort, design and security, and the installer. They choose their supplier on the basis of factors such as the technology for installing and
commissioning new windows. With the new D
 esigno R6 / R8 Quadro
generation of roof windows, Roto has c reated a further development
that is attractive to builders, roofers and c arpenters alike.
A new addition to the latest Quadro generation is the Roto blueLine
Comfort insulating double glazing. It will allow Uw values of 1.1 W/m2K to be
achieved in future; values which can otherwise usually only be found in windows with triple glazing. The proven integrated thermal insulation block and
the fibre-reinforced PVC hollow-chamber frame also contribute to thermal
insulation with Designo R6 / R8 Quadro.
Laminated safety glass on the inside
When it comes to comfort glazing, the laminated safety glass (LSG)
installed on the inside contributes to increased security and is Roto’s way
of pre-empting a likely adaptation of the DIN standard. “Thanks to innovative solutions, this window is one step ahead of comparable products on
the market once again,” states Hannes Katzschner, Director of Product
Manufacturing / Product Innovation in the Roto Roof and Solar Technology
division (DST).
“Kurt” crane and carrying strap helps to ensure a healthy back
All Designo R8 Top-Hung pivot windows and Designo R6 pivot windows
in the blueLine Comfort glazing versions, or with higher-grade glazing,
are now supplied with a crane and carrying strap that is preassembled at
the factory. These windows now go by the name of “Quadro”. This strap
developed by Roto and is called “Kurt”. It can be used to simply suspend
windows from a crane and lift them onto a roof, and also makes manual
transport safer: “until now, roofers and carpenters had to carry our windows, usually including the cardboard packaging, up to the top floor or onto
the scaffolding. The smooth cardboard packaging could easily slip out of
their hands in the process. Roto ‘Kurt’ makes this problem a thing of the
past: the windows are now unpacked at ground level and transported to
upper levels safely using the crane and carrying strap,” explains Katzschner.
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“Kurt” additionally benefits the back health of installers: “roof windows
become very heavy above a certain size and with certain types of glazing.
Transport by crane means that roofers and carpenters will not have to lift
such heavy loads in future. This protects their back.”
Certified safety on construction sites
An independent test institute confirms that Roto “Kurt” actually keeps the
promises made by its inventors. “We had the crane and carrying strap, as
well as all components it is attached to, tested by experts. They confirm
that even loads of over 1 ton are no problem for the entire assembly!”
Impressed customer came up with the name
And who named this useful aid? Stephan Hettwer, Director of Marketing and Sales in the Roof and Solar Technology division, recalls that “we
presented our crane and carrying strap to customers back in the development phase. The idea was received with enthusiasm and one customer told
us directly that lifting with the crane strap is so simple, it was as though his
colleague Kurt were giving him a hand. We thought the name was fitting
and adopted it.”

&&  Further information on the new Designo

product range can be found at:

www.roto-dachfenster.de/themen/roto-
designo-r6r8-quadro/

|| An independent test institute confirms that
Roto “Kurt” actually keeps the promises made
by its inventors.

|| All Roto Designo R8 Top-Hung pivot windows and Designo R6 pivot
windows in the blueLine Comfort glazing versions, or with higher-grade
glazing, now go by the name of “Quadro” and will be supplied with a crane
and carrying strap called “Kurt” that is preassembled at the factory and
developed by Roto.
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